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Augustana College is situated in the Quad Cities Area, which is composed of roughly 400,000 citizens on both sides of the Mississippi River. The Quad Cities is the only bend where the Mississippi flows east to west instead of north to south. The people who live Rock Island, Moline, and East Moline (all on the Illinois side), and in Davenport and Bettendorf (in Iowa to our north) are a diverse group—racially, ethnically, and religiously, with a Hindu Temple, two Sikh temples, a new Reform-Conservative blended Jewish synagogue, two masjids (mosques), and a Greek Orthodox church, as well as many Protestant and Catholic congregations. (Just how these five cities add up to the Quad Cities is a matter of local debate.)

Our beautiful 130-acre campus straddles our local watershed—known simply as “the slough”—and cuts across “the official boundary line of the Treaty of St. Louis of 1816, which is one in a series of multiple treaties the United States used to claim land from Native Americans that started in 1804” (Carmine 2). Roughly thirty-eight percent of our students are racial and ethnic minorities, which includes both domestic students of color and international students.

I arrived at Augustana College in March 2018 to fill the role of the college’s first vice president for diversity, equity and inclusion and chief diversity officer. I was attracted to the college for its social justice faith commitment. I was impressed with Augustana’s DEI efforts that led to creating this cabinet level position. The college had had a history of responding to student needs—although some of those responses were more reactionary than proactive.

Also, Augustana was quite introspective in its preparation for a vice president and chief diversity officer. The college developed an inventory of DEI efforts over the past decade or more and included DEI as one of the pillars in the strategic plan. Augustana had laid important groundwork to foster a fertile environment for inclusion and diversity. In our articulated commitment to social justice—one of the “Five Faith Commitments of Augustana College”—we describe “the development of a campus community that seeks justice, loves kindness, and acts with love and humility.” We describe the commitment further in terms of “making our campus and the wider world a more livable place for all persons by loving and serving the neighbor and by acting against injustice and intolerance.”

Dr. Monica Smith is the inaugural Vice President of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois. Under her leadership, Augustana received the Higher Education Excellence in Diversity (HEED) Award from Insight into Diversity magazine in 2019 and 2020. Augustana has twice been recognized by Minority Access, Inc. for its commitment to diversity. In 2021, the college was recognized for improving campus climate and received Diverse Organizational Impact and Transformation (DOIT) certification. Dr. Smith is an administrator, educator, and practitioner who engages the whole college and community partners in her work.
While describing our social justice commitment, we note that “we prioritize engagement in the Quad Cities community, which is for us a focus for our concern and learning.” We are currently taking strides to extend the DEI work done on campus into the Quad Cities, for the benefit of its citizens beside Augustana students and educators. In fact, one of our current strategic goals is to exercise leadership in the Quad Cities.

Although these and other articulations of our “church-relatedness” or our Lutheran institutional vocation were in place a dozen years before I joined the institution, Augustana needed someone to shepherd our commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion in particular, and to help the campus move from a reactive position to a proactive stance in terms of racial reckoning. We are now advancing the work of institutional change—and this change inevitably and intentionally extends to justice-work within the larger communities.

The social justice commitment certainly drew me here, but that commitment does not stand alone; it is nested among four other “faith commitments”—those of interfaith engagement, spiritual exploration, reasoned examination of faith, and vocational discernment. Each is complementary to the others. Together, they embody the institution’s missional aims for education of our students and commitment to partner with the Quad Cities community. We offer our educational gifts and seek to create just communities within our surrounding neighborhoods, while also learning from and with community members through various strong partnerships. In these ways, Augustana College is a resource within the community.

For the rest of this essay, I want to exemplify how issues of DEI on campus interface with our understanding of place and working for justice in the surrounding communities. I will share an overview of two efforts that were launched within the past couple years. The brief overview will not do either of them justice, but I do hope it provides a lens through which you can see how our commitment to social justice is lived out on campus and in the surrounding community.

**Prison Education**

The Augustana Prison Education Program (APEP) launched with a full schedule of credit-bearing liberal arts courses for ten degree-seeking incarcerated students in the present academic year (Fall 2021). Funded by the Austin E. Knowlton Foundation, the program is a partnership between Augustana College, the Illinois Department of Corrections, and the East Moline Correctional Center (which is perched above the Mississippi River 8 miles to our east). This new initiative is spearheaded by executive director, Dr. Sharon Varallo.

The for-credit, BA-seeking degree program arose from an initiative begun a number of years ago. In 2018, Sharon and Jason Mahn were contacted by a chaplain at the neighboring Monmouth College, inviting our institution to take part in a “Graduated Release Initiative” (GRI)—a study by New York University tracking the effects of college-level courses and other support on rates of recidivism. Sharon took on the task of organizing teaching at East Moline Correctional Center through that program, and she, Jason, and a colleague from the sociology department course taught courses ranging from analyzing the American Dream, to applying the neuroscience of learning, to a course on vocational reflection called, “Lives that Matter.” While much of this was the quiet work of a handful of teachers, it dramatically expanded Augustana’s reach into a part of the Quad Cities community that is cut off from the rest of us.

Sharon tells me now that, already then, she had hoped “to put prison education on the radar of Augustana College as one way we serve out our mission by building bridges from the campus to prison and criminal justice organizations in Illinois and across the country.” The Education Justice Project (EJP), a unit of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, as well as the Bard Prison Initiative (BPI) through Bard College in New York, quickly became models and conversation partners.

The early forays into prison education (and some informal book clubs with the incarcerated students once the GRI program had concluded), together with guidance from EJP and BPI, led Sharon to shepherd the creation and implementation of APEP—a four-year degree program. The first cohort of students applied by writing responses to literary and nonfiction passages and by answering interview questions about the life of their minds (and spirits). Twenty qualified students were chosen for admittance, but with COVID precautions, ten were able to matriculate. They are currently enrolled in four
classes—completing 14 of the 123 credits needed for graduation (see Faggart for interviews with some students).

For Augustana educators, there are profound professional development benefits of teaching in this program. For APEP students, we hope the benefits are even more profound (and indeed, they tell their instructors so nearly daily). The prison is benefited by meeting its goal of providing substantive services to the incarcerated population to help them prepare for community reintegration. While many Americans may be aware of research that supports the efficacy of education on dramatic reductions in recidivism and dramatically higher likelihood of securing meaningful long-term employment, they may be less aware of the large positive ripple effects of that education on children of incarcerated parents.

From all "sides," teaching-in-prison is a justice issue. In the aftermath of the passage of the 1994 crime bill, most of the existing college programs across the nation were forced to close, going from an estimated high of 772 higher ed in prison programs in the early 1990s to 8 in 1997. The nonpartisan Prison Policy Initiative reported that in 2005, there were “about a dozen” prison college-degree programs, four of them in New York State (Sawyer). There is a real need to provide access to formal education for those in the system if they are going to improve their chances for being accepted into American communities, which includes healed relationships and sustained, meaningful employment. And, of course, the shutting of educational doors has disproportionately disadvantaged Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC).

As Sharon explained to ten nervous, excited and apprehensive students on the first day of student orientation in the APEP classroom: "We look for great students all over the country. We [Augustana educators] are here because you [the incarcerated students] have great talent and potential, and it is our mission to help prepare students for lives of 'leadership and service in a diverse and changing world' wherever they might be." As Sharon later explained to me:

This work matters, and doing it well matters as we live out the mission to go to places of deep need. The goal is to build a bridge that is authentically an Augustana bridge, one that is true to the Augustana mission. We have to be the ones to cross that bridge.

Racial Healing

In June 2018, a group of Augustana faculty and staff, along with a member of the local chamber of commerce, participated in the Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation (TRHT) Institute sponsored by the Association of American Colleges and Universities and hosted by Villanova University. We participated in this conference to learn racial healing practices and to consider having a Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation campus center here at Augustana. TRHT Campus Centers are designed “to prepare the next generation of strategic leaders and critical thinkers to break down racial hierarchies and dismantle the belief in the hierarchy of human value” (AACU). It is a national, “community-based initiative that seeks to address the historical and contemporary entanglements of race and racism within our communities. Each TRHT Campus Center prioritizes inclusive, community-based healing activities that seek to change collective community narratives and broaden the understanding of our diverse experiences” (AACU)

Having learned from sessions and collaborations at Villanova (including participation in our own "racial healing circles"), the DEI office now includes the following vision statement:

To develop a systematic, strategic, and sustainable approach to dismantling racism and other hierarchies of human value throughout the Augustana College community and across the Quad Cities region; to bring people to the table and commit to staying at the table doing the work of reconciling our differences and committing to teach and model this for others.

The dual pandemics of COVID-19 and widespread racial violence that spanned 2020 provided the opportunity for Augustana to address more explicitly issues of race, disparate treatment, racialized bias, discrimination, and violence—specifically on and toward Black and Brown people.

The Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion outlined a campus plan of actions for the 2020-21 academic year that would increase awareness and knowledge of these issues and offer skill development to empower the campus community and promote social change. As part of the larger “Know Justice Know Peace” initiative, we hosted a number
of Racial Healing conversations, through which we engaged about 500 current students, employees, community members, and alumni in explicit conversations about race.

The on-campus sessions for students and employees sustained open and vulnerable conversations (even over Zoom!) using prompts that unveil early racial awarenesses, identity-formation, and current challenges. Two alumni from Augustana—one Black and one white—agreed to host similar racial healing circles for alumni, and all of us were surprised at the number of alumni who attended and the gratitude they expressed. Commenting on Augustana as a predominantly white institution, one older alumni stated that she was finally given a chance to participate in the political movements of the 60s. (Better late than never!)

We also invited predominantly white, predominantly Black, and multiracial churches in the Quad Cities Area to a series of related conversations. Here, we used the 1619 Project podcast to unpack the history of race in America and the resultant systemic inequalities that exist and continue to produce racial ignorance, intolerance, and violence.

Community engagement also included training for local and regional law enforcement and public safety officials on strategies for building trust within Black and Brown communities. The training was approved through the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board. It was an important way of shifting the power dynamic and bridging the gap between law enforcement and community members by increasing awareness and knowledge; it also acknowledged the inherent tensions between the police and those policed, whether based on perception or realities. Attendees earned continuing education credits for participating.

Toward the end of the 2020-21 academic year, President Steve and Jane Bahls founded the Presidential Racial Justice and Equity Fund, which encourages students to initiate future projects on campus or within the Quad Cities community in order to support similar equity and racial justice work.

Conclusion

Augustana College lives out its Lutheranness and commitment to social justice through intentional efforts at inclusion and community engagement for the purpose of addressing current social ills. Those social ills are rooted in the discriminatory and exclusionary past of our nation, communities, social institutions—including higher education—and subsequently, of our college. We commit to continue to address contemporary social issues by understanding the deep history of racism and other systemic injustices which have shaped our sense of place. Our understanding of justice acknowledges the need to create policies and practices that produce equitable access to opportunities, power, social goods and services. We must proactively promote these policies in order to eliminate disparities among and between our local community and nation.

Thus, our commitment to social justice demands that we confront current issues that arise from historic sins. But we also work with them—and with our community partners—with courage, hope, and a deep hunger to become communities of peace and justice.
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